
One Bloody
C o n t rove rs y

By Steven Tartick and Mark Schroeder

In the days following the chaos in the
Gulf Coast, many Purchase students started
looking for ways to help their fellow Americans.
Donation centers were established, volunteers
were gathered, and supplies were collected.

One relief effort that was absent on
campus was a blood drive. Purchase College
has not hosted a blood drive since 2003, when
one sparked controversy after the GLBTU
sponsored a protest.  The group asked would-
be donators to travel to less-convenient, non-
Red Cross locations.   The main contention with
the drive was and still is, the Red Cross’ alleged
policy of discrimination against gay men.
According to the “MSM Deferral,” which was
added to the blood screening process in 1983,
nobody who has had sex with a man who has
had sex with another man since 1977 is eligible
to donate blood.  This was added in response to
the AIDS epidemic at the time.

Since the deferral was added, many gay
rights groups have lashed out at the Red Cross.
They claim that the policy unfairly discriminates
against the gay community, and hold numerous 

boycotts and rallies against the organization.
“The Red Cross blatantly discriminates against
gay men,” said Alvaro Garcia, former president
of the GLBTU.  “An Organization that discrimi-
nates against people should not be allowed in
our home(on campus) at any time.”

This issue has resurfaced as of late due
to the Red Cross’ call for blood in the aftermath
of Hurricane Katrina.  The question now is
whether we should put aside our political beliefs
for the sake of aiding those in need.

However, during such a time of need
that we face today, there is no excuse for put-
ting political ideologies above the welfare of fel-
low human beings.  Back in 2003 when the
debate over the Red Cross on campus was
waged, there was no great humanitarian crisis.
That is not the case today. Blood being collect-
ed now is a matter of necessity.  Instead of sim-
ply building up their surplus, the Red Cross
needs the blood for immediate usage.  Without
it, lives will undeniably be lost. 

The current policy of the Red Cross is
an over-generalization.  A man who uses prop-
er protection during sex with other men is far
less of an HIV risk than one who does not.  The
defferal should take this into acount, and is cur-
rently flawed for not doing so.

Continued on Page 7...

A Greenhouse at
Purchase? Get

Outta Here!
By Amanda Scigaj

Purchase College students nag
about the many problems, nuances even, that
make up our school: funny smells, excessive
fees, our dining hall that can act as a fast lax-
ative, but especially it’s the appearance of our
school that evokes tongue-clucking.  With all
that brick and mortar, wouldn’t it be nice to
see a departure from the monotonous?  With
a little help and support from faculty and
especially. the student body. The club Green
Goodness and its leader Rudo Greissworth
hope to build a greenhouse on the Purchase
College campus.

The idea of an on-campus green-
house or farm is a recent trend at colleges;
schools like Vassar, Cornell, and University of
Connecticut have such facilities, the
University of California at Berkeley even has
a whole program dedicated to agricultural sci-
ence.  “We have an ironic situation here, [at
Purchase] we have so much land and very lit-
tle opportunity to cultivate it and observe it”
says Greissworth, “It’s one thing to walk in the
woods, but another thing to have a club to
teach you about it.”

Greissworth, senior Visual A r t s ,
began Green Goodness last year with small
meetings held in the Purchase Food Co-Op.
Previously, she was the head of her high
school’s environmental club, and was raised
by parents that are environmentally con-
scious.   Greissworth says that last year was
the club’s “tentative entry, there was a lot of
talking and planning, but not a lot of
action…this year is about the plans being
actualized.”

Along with teaching its members
about nutrition and, as Greissworth puts it
“being a balanced human,” she wants to have
a greenhouse built on the campus, set up like
a co-op, open to the public, with a group of
knowledgeable individuals running it.
Greissworth herself has done a lot of home-
work on the greenhouse, and the steps it will 

Continued on Page 6...
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The Purchase Independent is a non-profit
newspaper, paid for by the mandatory student
activity fee.

The Purchase Independent welcomes letters
from the readers. We are an open forum for cam-
pus issues and comments about the
Independent’s coverage.

The deadline for letters to be considered for
publication in the following issue is Tuesdays at
midnight. After that, you must bribe us with
candy.

The editors reserve the right to edit the letters
for clarity. Publication of letters is not guar-
enteed, but subject to the discretion of of the edi-
tors. 

Advertising space in The Independent is free.
As space is limited, The Independent cannot
guarentee immediate publication of ads. Editors
will determine which ads go in based upon their
timeliness.  Outside advertisers are also wel-
come. 

Event listings are also free of charge. To list
an event either call or e-mail The Independent. 

We prefer that submissions come to us elec-
t r o n i c a l l y. Our e-mail address is:
PurchaseIndy@Gmail.com You can also leave
material in the Student Government office, Room
1012 in CCN. Backpage quotes can be left in the
Back Page box, a makeshift container nailed to
the wall outside our office, CCN 1011.

Our office is located on the first floor of
Campus Center North, room 1011. Whenever
we’re working, we leave the doors open and
encourage people to come in and say hello. Our
o ffice hours are Tuesdays at 7:00 pm and
Wednesdays at 4:00 pm.

The opinions expressed in The Purchase
Independent are not necessarily those of the
staff of The Purchase Independent  or the PSGA.
The content printed in the Independent and
subsequent pull-put sections is the responsi-
bility of the authors, not the editors.  The
Backpage is satirical, and should not be
taken literally.

Finally, no anonymous submissions will be
considered. Instead, they will become compost
for the green goodness greenhouse.

Tom Hanks Addresses
the Class of 2005

By Parick Cassels

Thank you Dean, Trustees, members of the fac-
ulty, family members, and, of course, all you graduates.

As bright young minds sent out into the world,
you are in the unique position of being at once responsi-
ble to answer the world's questions and at the same time,
having dozens of questions of your own. Questions about
life, love, and, most importantly, the question: "Where
should I keep all my Oscars?" 

Many people will suggest building some sort of
shelf or glass case in which to display them—most likely
in the living room. I, personally, do not recommend this.
First of all, it will make you seem arrogant when million
dollar producers come over and secondly, it is unlikely
that a single structure can bear the weight of all your suc-
cess. Instead, I recommend distributing your statues
around your estate or summer villa. In addition to elimi-
nating the need for a cumbersome Oscar rack, this
ensures that visitors such as, I don't know, say, Steven
Spielberg and Mr. Ron Howard will see them no matter
where they go in your fucking enormous house.

For example, I keep my first Oscar, which I won
for “Philadelphia”—did anyone here ever see that? What
am I saying? Of course you did. Unless, of course, you
hate gay people. You guys don't hate gay people…do
you? Anyway, I keep that one at the dining room table.
Then, during dinner, I'll ask my children, "How many times
do I have to tell you kids not to bring your Oscars to the
table? Oh, wait, that must be mine, seeing as I'm the only
one in this family who's won an Oscar. I just have so
many of these things I lose count sometimes—I didn't say
take it away! Don't touch it again! And stop crying!"

But we're not here to talk about me. We're here
to celebrate the academic fruits four years of study has
brought you…bright…young—

—I'm sorry, I can't concentrate. There's some-
thing really big and heavy here in my pock—oh, look at
this, it's one of my many Oscars! How did that get in
there? I mean, I know how--I lost 50 percent of my body
weight to play a terminally ill lawyer opposite Denzel

Washington, that's how. But how did it get in there is what
I mean. Sorry about this, I'll just put it out of the way here,
on top of the podium, where you all can see it. Can you
see? There in the back? Well, if you can't, it's an
Oscar…trust me.

Okay, okay, I'm sorry. I apologize. This is very
rude of me. You don't want to hear about my Oscar. My
Oscars. Plural. Just kidding—although I do have more
than one. But just kidding anyway. You want to hear about
decisions. You want advice about your future, about your
life. Well, young minds, life is like…a box of chocolates...
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Scenester Criminals
By James Perri

This isn’t necessarily supposed to be a
mean thing. I have nothing against scensters, I
have many “scene” friends (kind of), and all I’m
about to say is that I’m just fucking pissed.  I’m
pissed that scene kids totally stole their fashion
sense from queer people.  The ultra-tight shirts
and jeans with a pair of Chuck Taylor’s or a pair
of Vans are not something a straight man would
have come up with.  Give me a break; do you
really think straight men figured out how to
dress themselves all of a sudden?  If you do,
you’re morons because straight men aren’t that
smart when it comes to fashion.

I know you might be thinking that is real-
ly dumb because it’s about clothes/fashion and
that doesn’t really matter.  I admit, clothes
shouldn’t have that much of an impact on soci-
ety (but they do, let’s not lie). All I’m saying is
that this is symptomatic of something else.
Straight kids steal from queer kids all the time;
they steal our culture and call it their own (i.e.
Do you really think clubs would be what they
are today if not for gay men?) and we’re sup-
posed to just sit quiet and not say anything.
Fuck that shit because it’s bullshit; scenesters
just steal their clothing from queers and they
don’t give credit where credit is due.  Scene
guys totally dress like gay guys but they flaunt
their heterosexuality like a fucking flag.  These
“scene” boys dress like gay men but they’re

really the same jock/misogynist/asshole that
most straight men are. They now hide behind
their Norma Jean t-shirts, big gaudy expensive
belt-buckles, and Flock of Seagulls haircuts.
It’s fucking bullshit that they can do that, that
these guys who we all hated in high school
learn to dress the same and then become
emo/depressed/adorable/hot soulmates to girls
who don’t know better because guys lie all the
time anyway.  Going to a Le Tigre concert and
seeing these guys there really annoys me
because they don’t even know what the songs
are about. They probably never even heard of
Bikini Kill or Bratmobile, but yet they’re allowed
to invade our spaces (yeah right!).

Even scene girls totally steal their
clothes from punk lesbians but they won’t admit
it. They took a whole culture’s clothes and stole
them and named them something else.  Punk
lesbian girls were wearing studded belts and
sporting Chelsea haircuts way before these
straight scene girls were even in fucking dia-
pers.  Riot grrrls were wearing vintage T-shirts
because they couldn’t afford to see the ‘softer
side of Sears’ or the shiny side of Urban
Outfitters a long time before scene girls
declared them their own.  Straight girls: STOP
BRINGING YOUR BOYFRIENDS TO
S L E AT E R - K I N N E Y SHOWS; stop trying to
deny a whole fucking culture’s style.  It’s these
same scene girls in their size zero 7 Jeans who
call girls fat and only make out with girls in front
of their boyfriends and then call themselves bi
who need to shut the fuck up and stop being a

thief.  It’s these skinny white boys who spend
their parents’ money on coke and Xiu-Xiu
records that call us fags but wear the fucking
clothes we created with our own faggot hands.
Stop it already, just fucking stop being a CRIM-
INAL.

Some might say this is a form of accept-
ance, that maybe this is straight kids’ way of
accepting queer kids, but that’s crap.  Accept
us if you choose but don’t fucking steal our cul-
ture and call it your own, asshole.  Stop idealiz-
ing your underweight, rich, closet-bigot friends
and look in the fucking mirror. You think that its
okay, but its not, like for realz shitheads.
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WPSR Coming 
Back on the Air

By Sean O'Brien

Last semester, Purchase Student Radio
came back after being dormant for a while.
This semester, we are coming back with a
vengeance….

Now I know what you're thinking--
last year it was hard to get a signal.  It came in
fuzzy or not at all.  But this year we are better.
We have a stronger signal and live streaming
web casts.  www.purchase.edu/radio is all you
need to know to get the voices of your campus.

Live shows will start this Monday.
Anyone who wants to be a DJ, come to the
General interest meeting this Friday, the 16th,
at 2:30 at the upper level of the Dining Hall.

On top of having student-run shows,
we are planning a morning show, Monday
through Thursday from 7-10 run by our own
staff, so you know it's going to be good.

Plus, we are broadcasting live shows
from the student center. Your favorite campus
bands coming to you from the safety of your
own room.  Now you don't have to worry about
being crushed into Dan Romer's monitor at the
next Fire Flies show, and you can rock out with
your cock out without being arrested.

Things to look forward to this year:
New DJs and live shows, plus your old
favorites, live shows from the Student Center,
live senate meetings, a whole new morning

show, and Pod casts (hopefully sometime this
semester).

Listening to WPSR won't make you
more sexually appealing to whichever gender
you are attracted to, but it will entertain you.
You will learn about all the fun stuff going on
here at Purchase.  And you get to support the
campus and its fellow student body by listening
to good tunes played by some good people.

So tune in to WPSR 1610am anytime
of the day for some great stuff, or go online at
www.purchase.edu/radio.

MORE ABOUT WPSR 

FREQUENCY:
1610am (Coming soon to FM)

OFFICE: 
0018 Dining Hall
TELEPHONE: 

x6974
SHOWS:

7p-mid (Sun - Fri); 
10a - 6p (Sat)



BORING
BUT IMPORTANT

By Jeffrey Stein, PSGA President

There is an explanation as to why
the “Free” Bus is on the route it is on, why it
is the size it is, why there is only one bus, and
why it takes some time to do the whole route.
I understand that people are frustrated.  I,
too, was turned away when I tried to use the
bus, and I had to take the Bee-Line, and I
know that shelling out $1.75 for a ride is not
my idea of money well spent.  Then again,
that only gets you about a half gallon of gas,
so maybe it’s a good thing my car died.  But
my point here is to clarify a number of points,
and to tell you where we are headed, and
how I propose we get there.

As you know (if you checked your
e-mail last week), I sent a survey to all stu-
dents asking for feedback on the current
“Free” Bus Service.  Because of this survey,
and the 60 or so e-mails I received on this
topic, Bill Guererro (one of the hardest work-
ing and most under-appreciated people I
have met in my life) and I have been able to
address the issues of the bus route.  We
have added express runs, and we have
trimmed stops that were unpopular and
under-utilized, thereby adding the number of
routes, and increase the number of students
served.  We will be meeting with Commuters
from Port Chester to discuss having a run or
two that can take them home.  We have tried
as best we can to meet the needs of stu-
dents, and to match the bus schedule to that
of Metro North and the Purchase College grid
(FYI, MTA doesn’t seem to schedule their
trains around our classes, so we were limited
in what we could pull off).  The new schedule
will be published, and a notice will be e-
mailed to all STUDENTS.

And let’s let those capital letters
send us to problem number one (not in order
of importance, but in order of how they come
to my mind at 12:40 AM).  The “Free” Bus is
not free.  The bus, which we ride for free at
the time of our trip, is paid for out of our
Transportation Fee, which is $27 a semester.
This fee was increase this year to extend the
hours of the service, but not the size of the
bus.  The Purchase College A s s o c i a t i o n
(PCA) holds the contract with the bus compa-
ny, and pays for it with the money raised by
this fee.  The College is separate from the
PCA.  No fees, tuition, etc. other than the
Transportation Fee goes toward the bus
service, and all the money is being spent (the
PCA is a non-profit corporation).  In order to
increase the size of the bus, or to add more
routes, we must spend more money.  Off the
top of my head I can tell you that if we want
to have a second bus running all the time, we
would need to double the fee.

Continued on Page 7...
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Why Ultra-Liberals
are Fascists 

(Plus a History Lesson!)
By Andrew Kuhl

When I first heard of Purchase college it
seemed to be a place of some sort of harmo-
nious co-existence where crazy noise musi-
cians, drag queens and all sorts of interesting
people mingled with other regular folk who just
heard it was a good school or thought they
would enjoy the famous party scene. Apparently
the rumors about this college are bullshit and it
is instead populated by ignorant, self-important
hipsters veiling themselves in political correct-
ness. Today I was sitting by the quad with some
friends of mine enjoying some delicious green
tea when your average pseudo-intellectual punk
rocker type came up to me and asked to inspect
my T-shirt. The garment in question is an adver-
tisement for the English industrial/neo-folk act
Death in June. Upon the completion of his inves-
tigation he asked me if I knew the meaning of
the symbol on the back of the shirt, to which I
had replied "Yes, it's a pagan rune called elhaz(it
looks like an inverted peace symbol), if you
search for elhaz on Google or any other popular
search engine you will learn that it signifies pro-
tection and power and is useful for communicat-
ing with gods." Obviously my description was
not good enough because he told me that the
symbol was a vanguard of the national socialists
and it was quite uncool for me to be wearing it.
Now let us pause here for a moment. Any edu-
cated historian will tell you that the Nazis adopt-
ed many ancient mystical symbols in their
attempt to build a romanticized mythical empire
drowned in pre-christian symbolism and
Romanesque decadence, but the same histori-
an will also tell you that these were just the crazy
dreams of a short self loathing Austrian with one
testicle who failed at painting and had a rather
healthy crystal meth habit as well as an occult
obsession. The one who accused me mentioned

that he knew the band Death in June(DiJ from
this point on) as well and that they were asshole
Nazis as well, so let's examine this now. DiJ gets
their name from The Night of Long Knives an
event in which the SS wiped out the SA leader
Ernst Röhm some believe because of his
rumored homosexuality. Douglas Pierce, the
leader and primary songwriter of DiJ is a contro-
versial figure, his music reflects his intense pas-
sion for the pagan history of ancient Europe and
his stage image would suggest to the uneducat-
ed that Douglas is in fact into the runes for their
Nazi associations(He has a militant drummer
and wears WWII era German camouflage) but in
interviews as well as lyrics("brave me and tame;
his muscular build,..." ) he makes it obvious that
he is a homosexual with a rather bizarre fetish
for the fascist aesthetic; however, Douglas'
musical career began in a leftist pro-Marx punk
rock band called Crisis which actually played ral-
lies for the anti-Nazi league and the socialist
workers party. Aside from the obvious that a
homosexual Nazi is pretty much an oxymoron ,
flirting with fascist imagery has long been a sta-
ple in alternative  music from Pink Floyd to
Marilyn Manson. Further investigation of the
bands lyrics and sound reveal that they use their
runic imagery for it's original mystical intent and
not its adopted use in the early 20th century. So
why is it that a gay pagan with a Nazi fetish
catches so much lip from the students here,
because the ignorant ultra liberal type will
always associate anything slightly Teutonic with
a part of history Germany isn't very proud of. It is
my conclusion that those who claim to hate fas-
cism are themselves the true fascists. I am one
of the least political people you can meet, I lean
neither right nor left, I am a humanist and a futur-
ist, I see now though that the far liberal reveal
themselves as heartless hippie Nazis who will
accuse me of their own crime because of my
ethnic background or my taste in clothing or
music, for a college renowned for its accepting
attitude it certainly seems like you have to meet
some pretty specific criteria to fit in.



ARIES (Mar 21- Apr
19) An angry college
student is a produc-
tive college student.
So go ahead and
infuriate yourself with
the countless com-
plaints that are exclu-
sive to Purchase! 

TAURUS (Apr 20-
May 20) Your answer
to the ubiquitous
query of what you’re
going to do with your
major lies in the
basement of the VA
building along with
dumpster-diving rac-
coons who are no
doubt looking for the
same thing.

GEMINI (May 21-
Jun 21) Having your
dorm room door ajar
leaves you open to
the likes of pirates,
hippies and bats (oh
my!).

CANCER (Jun 22-
Jul 22) S o m e t i m e s

you just gotta roll with
the punches. In the
case of campus eats,
the punches come
from the inside.
R e m e m b e r, kids—
tuck and roll—it’s the
Purchase way! 

LEO (Jul 23- A u g
22) The sports team
from your room-
mate’s hometown is
way better than the
sports team from
your hometown.
You wanna fight
about it?

VIRGO (Aug 23 –
Sep 22) When you
cock-slap someone,
be sure to clean up
the feathers. We
know you’re into that
freaky shit but every-
one else doesn’t
have to.

LIBRA (Sep 23- Oct
22) Your time-travel-
ing endeavors will not
result in tragedy but

instead a mere…
w h a t ’s that French
word for sadness?
Well... you’ll find out.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-
Nov 21) The time has
come and the people
will take it no more—
rise up and hijack the
Purchase shuttle bus!
It is now in your
hands.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov
22- Dec 21) Be a pal.
Help out your fellow
Scorpio. I mean,
s o m e o n e ’s gotta be
there to take over
when the big guy
takes one for the
team.

CAPRICORN (Dec
22- Jan 19) Yo u r
voyeuristic ways will
lead to a period of
happiness with a
Gemini. Unless…
you know… they lock
their doors. 

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-
Feb 18) A l r i g h t ,
a l r i g h t — e v e r y o n e
knows it’s the age of
Aquarius, but will you
stop singing about it
already?! 

PISCES (Feb 19-
Mar 20) The ghost of
Adam Weissman will
haunt you until you
register Republican
and vote Pro-life.

*BONUS PISCES
H O R O S C O P E
SINCE WE COPPED
OUT ON YOU LAST
WEEK:Pisces Pisces
Pisces Pisces Pisces
Pisces Pisces Pisces
Pisces Pisces Pisces
Pisces MUSHROOM
MUSHROOM!

Quit your bitchin’…
bitches.

Where’s My Magic
Schoolbus?

By Jillian Liptak

This is the third time I’ve been stood-up; no,
not by that guy in my Philosophy class but
something just as annoying and unreliable: the
Purchase Shuttle. Ok, so maybe it’s because
I’m a freshman that I’m still naïve to the inner
workings of Purchase, but I thought perhaps I
was right to have faith in this vital source of
transportation. I hang my head in shame and
honestly admit it. I was wrong. 

The Purchase Shuttle, a small white
bus sporting the logo J&R Tours, completes a
loop throughout White Plains, transporting stu-
dents to popular destinations. However, this
list of destinations is so incredibly lengthy that
it takes nearly two hours for the bus to come
around again. So a quick run to Stop & Shop
becomes an extensive investigation of all the
store’s, isles and employees (including that
creepy one eyeing you suspiciously). When at
last the bus makes its long awaited return, it is
stuffed so full people, arms are flailing out the
windows. Better luck next time around? I sup-
pose so. 

In this next extended gap of time,
while I’m angrily chomping my stolen pack of
gum (restitution for my suffering), I ponder
what math genius decided to use this shuttle to
begin with. Granted, Purchase is not a very big
school. However, with a maximum of 24 seats

and the more than probable chance more peo-
ple are going to get on than get off I would
expect that the bus would accommodate a far
larger amount of students…wrong again.
Damn, when will I learn to stop relying on com-
mon reasoning?!  And although the bus is
quite comfortable (if you can obtain a seat
besides your best friend’s lap) what with music
(not quite my taste but still...) and tables (on
the sheer off-chance you’re actually going to
eat where somebody’s ass had most likely
been), all these lovely luxuries are meaning-
less if I’m standing outside watching it taunt-
ingly drive away from me. 

And still, even if it’s a Wednesday
afternoon and no one has the slightest urge to
venture beyond their dorm rooms so that all
but one of the 24 seats are unoccupied (the
24th taken by that random guy who’s always
on the shuttle though you never see him get off
anywhere), you’ve forgotten to factor in the
change in time zones. This being the com-
pletely irrational schedule the shuttle follows
where real time doesn’t exist and it simply
pops up when it feels like it.

So, with hopes to prevent you from
being stranded at 1 am after a trip into the city,
I urge you to seriously rethink or familiarize
yourself with the crazy workings of this bus.
After all, $1.75 for the Bee-Line might be a fair
price to pay to avoid all the aggravation. Oh,
and if you’re lucky enough to have a car on
campus, I was wondering if you could give me
a ride?    

Pornography Review
2004 Remake of
The Masseuse

By Kathleen Lavin

In this remake of the 1990 Hypathia Lee
film, Jenna Jameson portrays Barbara, a
masseuse who is relentlessly pursued by the
totally creepy and somewhat Gotti-like Jim
Mitchell (played by Justin Serling). There is bare-
ly any action for the first forty-five minutes of the
movie, so the viewer is stuck with Miss Jameson
and her “acting skills.” If you were less than smit-
ten with her “stage presence” in Howard Stern’s
“Private Parts,” this film just isn’t for you. Plus, in
the spirit of Vivid Production’s mission to conquer
the world one multiple orgasm at a time, the
viewer is forced to sit through roughly twelve
advertisements for 900 numbers, adult products
and other movies before even reaching the main
menu. These ads cannot be skipped over, so
don’t even try it. While I can appreciate Jenna’s
attempt to become one of those “serious” porn
stars, I think she should be happy with her suc-
cess in going mainstream and leave it at that.
But enough Jenna bashing…everyone who
knows anything about what it means to be a
decent human being knows that Jenna Jameson
is not simply a porn star, she is THE porn star,
and I’ll be damned if she can’t do better than
some crappy remake of an already crappy film
about deflowering some creepy virgin with a low-
paying job. Although the strong performances of
Savanna Samson (as Jim’s co-worker, Helen)
and Wendy Divine (as Amy) cannot be ignored,
and the bondage scenes (for those of you who
are into that kind of thing) are somewhat satis-
factory, this movie is no Reel Girlfriends: II.

The two-disc set also included the orig-
inal Masseuse, but I avoided watching that with
the thought that it would be like having really dis-
appointing sex, and then doing it again with a
less attractive person with sticky hair. As far as
special features go, the creative yet non-
voyeuristic alternate angles and full-motion
chapters apply, but I didn’t bother with those,
because I have at least a small amount of shame
as a human being…at least I think I do.

L O O K  F O R  T H E  N E W  I S S U E  O F  P E R M A N E N T A D V E R S A R I A L C U L T U R E  E A R L Y N E X T W E E K  ✪ M A T T M C M A N U S  I S  M Y



The Independent
FALL PHOTO
CONTEST

GRAND PRIZE:
PHOTO PUBLISHED ON THE
FRONT COVER OF INDEPENDENT #99
(OCT 27)
-$100 GIFT CERTIFICATE TO
B & H PHOTO IN NEW YORK CITY
-TEN-TRIP PASS ON METRO NORTH 
(WHITE PLAINS TO GRAND CENTRAL)

3 RUNNERS UP:
THEIR PHOTOS PUBLISHED IN INDEPEN-
DENT #99

R E G U L AT I O N S :
-Color and B&W photos, as well as
digital images and digitally modified
images are all acceptable.
-There is no theme, Submit what you
think is your best work.
-There is no size limit, but we would

prefer images that are of a 4X3 ratio and no larger
than 8.5 X 14 (unless you personally scan them, our scan-
ner is good, but is only so big.).

R U L E S :
-The contest is open to A L L Purchase Students regardless
of whether or not they are a photo major.
-All entries must be turned in by Monday October 17, 2005
to The Independent Office (CCN 1011) or the PSGA O ff i c e
( C C N 1012) If all else fails, e-mail us at
P u r c h a s e I n d y @ G m a i l . c o m .
-All contestants must provide the original prints or .JPEG
files on CD-R. 
-The Maximum number of entries is five.

“Greenhouse” from Front Page...
take to get it set up; research, pricing, and con-
tacting the faculty and staff that need to 
approve it.  So far she has gained major support,
but no final decision has been made yet.

The greenhouse that Greissworth has
been looking at is manufactured by the
International Greenhouse Company (IGC).  It’s
described as a student greenhouse, between the
size of a private (4’x5’) and a commercial (about
30’x6’) structure.  The model that she is looking at
will cost roughly seven thousand dollars.  The
company even offers turnkey service; building the
greenhouse for the school, which can be cheaper
than contracting another company to do it.  IGC’s
site goes on to say that 99 percent of their school
greenhouses are up and running in four weeks.

But the concept of a greenhouse at
Purchase doesn’t stop at the cost and actually
building it.

Along with the actual structure, there
are the matters of irrigation, location, heating,
cooling, and durability to deal with, plus the most
important of all: STUDENT PARTICIPATION.

The club needs members that not only
have an interest in a greenhouse, but will contin-
ue to participate, run the facility, and teach future
members long after Greissworth is gone.  Without
a strong group of underclassmen to carry on the
project, it will die out like the Do-Do bird or the
Pyrenean Ibex.   

The idea of having a greenhouse here
has endless opportunities, and we are students
here because on some or many levels, we like to
learn; we wouldn’t put up with the hassle if that
wasn’t true.  Having a greenhouse can teach us
students so much, and leaving your mark, having
a hand in creating something good here isn’t half
bad either. You don’t need to be a third-stage
vegan and pocket mulch to join the club or help
out; if you have an interest in changing the school,
something new and beneficial to yourself, and
putting all this land to use, then keep a look-out
for flyers about Green Goodness, or people talk-
ing about it in the quad, and come to the meet-
ings!

O W N  P E R S O N A L J E S U S  C H R I S T ✪ T H E  I N D E P E N D E N T P R O U D L Y I N T R O D U C E S  S T E V E N  T A R T I C K  A S  O U R  I N D Y



NAME: Charles
Nicholes
GENDER: Male
MAJOR: Mechanics
AGE: 20
LOOKING FOR: Male
INTERESTS:
Gundam
BIGGEST TURN-ON:
Vapor Bunny
BIGGEST TURN-
OFF: Catsinvasion
COOKIE OR CREAM
OF THE OREO?
Neither, I don't eat
Oreos, I prefer to eat
roast turkeys
CONTACT INFO:
LocalZer0

- - - - - - -

NAME: Rachel Cleary
AGE: 18
GENDER: Female
LOOKING FOR: A
really nice guy. Aw.
MAJOR:
Undeclared/possibly
Media, Society, and
the Arts
INTERESTS: any-
thing written by David
Sedaris, Broadway
musicals, Damien
Rice, movies, knitting,
and other generally

fun stuff
TURN-ONS: Humor,
intelligence
TURN-OFFS:
Arrogance and igno-
rance
CRAZIEST PLACE
YOU'VE EVER
HOOKED UP:
Nowhere near crazy
enough to mention.
AIM/EMAIL/PHONE:
rachel.cleary@pur-
chase.edu

- - - - - - -

NAME: Steven Tartick
AGE: 19
GENDER: Male
LOOKING FOR:
Intellectual Banter
MAJOR: New Media
(Don’t Ask)
INTERESTS:
Anything Apple,
Arianna Huffington,
Off-Off-Broadway
TURN-ONS: The iPod
Nano
TURN-OFFS: Wires
CRAZIEST PLACE

YOU'VE EVER
HOOKED UP: The
Independent Office
AIM/EMAIL/PHONE:
I’ll Call You

- - - - - - -

NAME: Thomas Pain
AGE: 22
GENDER: Bender
LOOKING FOR: My
shoes
MAJOR: Officer
INTERESTS: semi-
otics, russian litera-
ture, booty-shaking,
90's german rave
music, base jumping
TURN-ONS: light
switches
TURN-OFFS: circuit
breakers
CRAZIEST PLACE
YOU'VE EVER
HOOKED UP: a meat
rack
AIM/EMAIL/PHONE:
212-479-7990

- - - - - - -

NAME: EJ O'Leary.
AGE: 22.
GENDER: Female.
LOOKING FOR:
n00bs.
MAJOR: Art History +
Literature.
INTERESTS: Anime,
fanfiction, slash,
yelling in the Student
Center @ noon every
Wednesday, Robert
Hass.

TURN-ONS: The
color yellow and/or
gold, correct spelling
+ grammar.
TURN-OFFS:
Speaking Japanese
when you don't speak
Japanese (OMGZ,
KAWAII!), being on
time, PSGA office
supplies that never
return.
CRAZIEST PLACE
YOU'VE EVER
HOOKED UP: Behind
a cathedral in a field.
AIM/EMAIL/PHONE:
ejoleary@gmail.com.

- - - - - - -

NAME: Jason
Demetillo
AGE: 20
GENDER: Male
LOOKING FOR:
jesus
MAJOR: New Media
INTERESTS: adult
swim, adult swim,
adult swim...
TURN-ONS: toe
socks and carrot cake
TURN-OFFS: arro-
gance, intolerance,
and jar jar binks :/
CRAZIEST PLACE
YOU'VE EVER
HOOKED UP: your
grandmother's retire-
ment home
AIM/EMAIL/PHONE:
p s y c h o . j a y @ g m a i l . c o m

“Boring” from Page 4...
What I am proposing is that we first

see how much changing the route affects the
service.  Let’s see if this alone is improvement
enough.  I doubt it will be.  I then propose that
we run a survey stating how much additional
service will cost, and see who is for paying for
that service.  Once we have those numbers, I
propose that we hold a referendum of the stu-
dents to increase the fee and the service for the
Spring, as desired in the survey.

The second thing I propose is that we
have a card reader installed on the bus.  Each
rider would swipe their card.  If you are a stu-
dent, you ride for free.  If you are NOT a student,
you do not.  In that case, faculty/staff and
Chartwells workers would have to use MORE
Dollars to pay for their ride on the bus.  That
money could then go to increase the service.
And I want to go on the record here as begging
the faculty/staff and Chartwells workers to
STOP taking the Purchase “Free” Bus until this
is implemented.  Every employee (who, BTW, is
paid to be here, which is the opposite of a stu-
dent) who rides the bus is simply taking away a
seat from a student who actually paid for the
service.
With this in mind, please know that we are
addressing the issue, and we are doing every-
thing we can to make it work.  Please be patient
with us.

“Red Cross” from Front Page...
It must also be mentioned that this

deferral was not created with malicious intent
in mind.  As the Red Cross stated in a press 
release, “The interests of vulnerable patients
must take precedence over the pride of any
prospective donor.”  When enacted in 1983,
this policy was based on the statistical fact that
homosexual men constituted the large majority
of publicized HIV cases in America. In 2003,
male-to-male sexual contact was still the lead-
ing cause, making up over 65% of new HIV
exposures.  While it’s fair to say that this prac-
tice is politically incorrect, the non-partisan fact
is that this along with the other screening crite-
ria is used to reduce the risk to the patient. 

The other criteria mentioned are just as
stringent.  Anyone who has ever used bovine
insulin from the United Kingdom since 1980
cannot donate, for fear that they might have
Mad Cow Disease.  There has never been a
reported case of human MCD in the US ever,
making this criterion far more unnecessarily

restrictive than the one in question.  Another
deferral prohibits people who have had sex
with anyone who was born in or lived in a
nation with high AIDS infection from donating.
These nations include Cameroon, Central
African Republic, Chad, Congo, Equatorial
Guinea, Gabon, Niger, or Nigeria.  Notice a
trend with these countries?   Yet nobody has
been heard calling the Red Cross a racist
organization.

There are valid arguments on both
sides of the Red Cross’ MSM deferral debate.
However, there are none that justify the unnec-
essary deaths of patients denied blood due to
frivolous political concerns.  ‘Discrimination’ is
a strong word to casually throw around.  If the
Red Cross was denying men who had sex with
men since 1977 blood transfusions, a full boy-
cott of the organization would be justified and
expected. That would be discrimination.  An
organization that is based solely on humanitar-
ian aide should not have their efforts stifled
over a political disagreement.

PSGA 
ELECTIONS

SENATORS TO 
REPRESENT YOU IN YOUR

RESIDENCE HALLS AND 
ACADEMIC BUILDINGS

VOTE!
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

(15/16)

C.C. NORTH

DINING HALL

A M B A S S A D O R  T O  I S R A E L ✪ S U B S C R I B E  T O  T H E  I N D Y,  S E N D  Y O U R  M A I L B O X  #  T O  P U R C H A S E I N D Y @ G M A I L . C O M   



“ G r e e n  Day ’ s  f i r s t  a l b u m O d e l a y,
t h a t wa s  g r e a t ! ”
- -St e v e n  Ta r t i c k

to the new chick cooking at the
Hub...

calm down, control freak, it’s
just food, not CIA intellegence!

"How did OUR oil get into THEIR
sand???"

T h e  P u r c h a s eI n d e p e n d e n t

w w w . a d d i c t i n g g a m e s . c o m
/ k i t t e n c a n n o n . h t m l

E N J O Y !

X.T.C.

16 grams of protein... where else
can you get that?

crack qu o te of the week :
got that D!CK

Get World / Inferno
Friendsh ip  Society  to

perform at  Culture
Shock  thi s  year !

C l a i r e -
mangled pocket
love jackieee

Sw e e t i e ,  a r e n ’ t  y o u  t h e
d u m b  l o n e l y  o n e ?

“ s h e ’s s o  u g l y  a n d  i n s an e  T i m
Fo g l i a n o  w o u l d  f uc k  h e r . ”

A L AP D AN CE  I S  S O M U CH
B E TTE R  W H E N  TH E

STR I P P E R  I S  CR Y I N G.

Lucky Stiff’s Funeral Home
“we put the fun back in

funeral!”

J - 5 - 1
wait til you see my screen!

Sumbit to Italics mine!
We’re looking for

Short Fiction
Poetry

Photography
Drawings
Paintings

$100 Prize for the best poem
and short story!

e-mail submissions to
italics.mine@purchase.edu

or see
http://italicsmine.cjb.net

for more info.
Deadline: October 15

Evan, is the best part of

waking up to Folger’s in

your cup?

Samurais are to be feared.

I can’t b elieve that dude stole
Lock’s k idney! WTF!

A s s  M a n g l e r

Looking for cheap coffee or
tea? Organic Food? A place to

relax?
The Co-Op is reopening
September 26! (for real, this

time.)

COLORS AREN’T GENDER 
S P E C I F I C

Amy Trippyweisz ate Marc
We i n h a m m e r’s tool & then came

down with a serious case of
dyslexia and gonorrh e a .

“I’m totally gonna pee
in like, two minutes!”

carly is a ditz

I’m a little awkward and I don’t
like spell check.

“I love Quentin Tara nt i no, I
wa nt to sit on his big, point y

chin.” - Denise Ke l ly

“did you hear about the gang-
b a n g ? ”

RED SOX FANS UNITE!
BRING DOWN THE OPRESSOR!

L a u re n ,
You are an anomaly!

- D e n i s e

I  d o n ’ t  p a y  f o r  m y w o me n ,
I  b a r t e r  f o r  t h e m.

“I’m as feminist as a Penis.”

“There’s been a fly buzzing around
in every room I’ve been in today.

I’m starting to think there’s just one
and it’s following me.”

FRYING DUTCHMEN SEAFOOOD
RESTAURANT

“ANYTHING MOVING IS 
FRESHNESS!”

“gum makes you wet if you know
what I mean.”

stephen bono, you are not a film student.
please stop presenting yourself as such

i  l ov e Lind say

You just fucked the shit out
of my ass!

Y O  M A M A

VOTE QUIMBY!

Dylan treats objects like
women.

Now that’s what the  fuck  i

call  a   party .

i’m stalking  dan  romer.

“‘Teen Girl Kills Boy Over
Girlfriend.’”

“What was that, The Onion?”
“No, CNN!”

Vote Valerie Weaver for Senator of
Alumni Village!


